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Motivation: high demand for educational offers targeting high-school students
Goals: • develop online learning offer for high-school students from around the world
• provide teachers with educational ideas and materials for their classroom
• narrow the research-practice gap in particle physics education research
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McGinness, L, et al. 2019 3D-Printable Model of a Particle Trap:
Development and Use in the Physics Classroom. Journal of Open
Hardware, 2(1): 5, pp. 1‒9, DOI: https://doi.org/10.5334/joh.12

EDUCATIONAL HARDWARE

3D-Printable Model of a Particle Trap: Development and
Use in the Physics Classroom
Lachlan McGinness*,†, Susanne Dührkoop*, Alexandra Jansky*,‡, Oliver Keller*,
Ankatrin Lorenz§, Sascha Schmeling*, Klaus Wendt‖ and Julia Woithe*
Quadrupole ion traps are modern and versatile research tools used in mass spectrometers, in atomic
frequency and time standards, in trapped ion quantum computing research, and for trapping anti-hydrogen
ions at CERN. Despite their educational potential, quadrupole ion traps are seldom introduced into the
physics classroom not least because commercial quadrupole ion traps appropriate for classroom use
are expensive and diﬃcult to set up. We present an open hardware 3D-printable quadrupole ion trap
suitable for the classroom, which is capable of trapping lycopodium spores. We also provide student
worksheets developed in an iterative design process, which can guide students while discovering particle traps.
The quadrupole ion trap operates using a 3 kV 50 Hz alternating current power supply and uses an
astable multivibrator circuit including high luminosity LEDs to illuminate the spores, using the stroboscopic
eﬀect to exhibit their movement.
The trap can be used in teaching laboratories to enhance high school and university studentsʼ
understanding of electric ﬁelds and their applications.
Keywords: Physics Education; Quadrupole Ion Trap; Paul Trap; Particle Trap; 3D Printable
Metadata Overview
• Design files & accompanying documents: DOI:
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1473292.
• Link:
https://zenodo.org/record/1473292#.W9azaNUzaUk.
• Target group: secondary school students, undergraduate students, and their teachers.
• Skills required: Desktop 3D printing – easy; Point to
Point breadboard construction – easy.
• Replication: For example, a master’s thesis on DIY
construction of quadrupole ion traps is available in
German [5]. Commercial versions of the project can
be purchased at Newtonian Labs and LD Didactic [15,
23]. Future versions of designs may be found at DOI:
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1251786.
• See section “Build Details” for more detail.

* CERN, European Organization for Nuclear Research,
Geneva, CH
†
‡

§
‖

Physics Education Centre, Australian National University, AU

Austrian Educational Competence Centre Physics, University
of Vienna, AU
Albert Ludwig University of Freiburg, DE

Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz, DE

Corresponding author: Lachlan McGinness
(lachlan.mcginness@anu.edu.au)

(1) Overview
Introduction
3D printing and ‘making’ in an educational context has
become more prevalent and 3D printers are becoming
more widespread in schools and universities throughout
Europe, America and Australia [12, 19, 22]. There is also
increasing focus on modern physics and particle physics in
high school curricula [2, 4, 10]. However, particle physics
can be an abstract topic as there are a limited number of
hands-on experiments that students can perform.
There is a long tradition of laboratory work in science
education, and an almost as long discussion of its goals,
value, and effectiveness [8, 9]. Nevertheless, students
show more interest in hands-on activities compared to
purely cognitive activities [26]. To support learning in
the proposed experimental activity we incorporate recent
findings from science education research into the design
of the learning activities.
One type of ‘hands-on’ particle physics experiment that
students can perform is the construction of particle traps
such as the quadrupole ion trap. Wolfgang Paul and Hans
George Dehmelt developed this trap and together were
awarded half of the Noble Prize for physics in 1989 for
their work [20]. Therefore quadrupole ion traps are often
called ‘Paul traps’. Today, particle traps are used in many
fields: in mass spectrometry, in atomic frequency and
time standards, and in trapped ion quantum computing
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Towards a Learning Progression of Energy
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Abstract: This article presents an empirical study on an initial learning progression of energy, a
concept of central importance to the understanding of science. Learning progressions have been suggested as one vehicle to support the systematic and successful teaching of core science concepts.
Ideally, a learning progression will provide teachers with a framework to assess students’ level of understanding of a core concept and to guide students towards a more sophisticated level of understanding.
Taking existing research as a point of departure, developing a learning progression involves recurring
cycles of empirical validation and theoretical refinement. In this article, we report about our efforts in
working towards a learning progression of energy. First, we derived an initial learning progression by
utilizing existing curriculum, research on students’ understanding, and development of students’ understanding of energy. Second, we used these sources of guidance to develop a robust measurement instrument, the Energy Concept Assessment (ECA), based on multiple choice questions. Third, we utilized
this instrument to assess the understanding of N ¼ 1,856 students from three different grade levels,
Grades 6, 8, and 10. Findings provided evidence that students from Grade 6 mostly obtain an understanding of energy forms and energy sources. Students of Grade 8 additionally demonstrate an understanding of energy transfer and transformation, whereas only students of Grade 10, and then only some
of these students, achieve a deeper understanding of energy conservation. We discuss the implications of
our findings against the background of existing research on students understanding of energy. Finally,
further steps in working towards a learning progression of energy are identified. ! 2012 Wiley
Periodicals, Inc. J Res Sci Teach 50: 162–188, 2013
Keywords: learning progression; energy; assessment; conceptual change; conceptual growth; Rasch
measurement

UNTERR

Erstellt

Zusammenfassung: Der vorliegende Artikel beschreibt den ersten Schritt in der Entwicklung und
Validierung einer Learning Progression für das Energiekonzept; einem Konzept, das zentral für die
Entwicklung eines tiefergehenden Verständnisses der Naturwissenschaften ist. Learning Progressions
sollen das das systematische und erfolgreiche Unterrichten zentraler naturwissenschaftlicher Konzepte
unterstützen. Idealerweise sollen Learning Progressions Lehrkräften eine Rahmen bieten, den
Entwicklungsstand ihrer Schülerinnen und Schüler hinsichtlich des Verständnisses zentraler
naturwissenschaftlicher Konzepte einzuschätzen und Unterricht so zu gestalten, dass er die Entwicklung

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article.
Contract grant sponsor: Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG); Contract grant number: NE-1368/2-1.
Correspondence to: K. Neumann; E-mail: neumann@ipn.uni-kiel.de
DOI 10.1002/tea.21061
Published online 26 November 2012 in Wiley Online Library (wileyonlinelibrary.com).
! 2012 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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What is your favourite particle and why?
J Wiener and J Woithe
CERN, European Organization for Nuclear Research, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract. We have conducted a large-scale international study with high-school teachers
(N=530) and high-school students (N=959) from all around the world to investigate and
document what they consider as their favourite particles. We found five particles to be
highly prominent in both groups, namely the Higgs boson, the neutrino, the electron, the
photon and the gluon. Moreover, we did not find any significant differences with regard to
ac
a
a
a
r. In this article, we present our findings in
detail and give insight into the ac
and
justifications of why they chose a
specific particle.

1. Introduction
When introducing the Standard Model of particle physics at secondary level, high-school teachers
and high-school students are faced with various abstract concepts and lots of novel terms. Among
the a c a
a
a c
,
c
a
a
particle physics, when every newly discovered hadron was believed to be a distinct elementary
particle [1]. Since then, the Standard Model of particle physics has been colloquially compared with
the variety of species in a zoo on a regular basis [2, 3].
Here, it is assumed that such a representation of the Standard Model of particle physics can have
a
a
ac
a
a
a c c
a c
physics, namely fundamental interactions between elementary particles. Indeed, a careful
educational reconstruction of the subject matter is key when introducing particle physics in the
classroom [4]. Specifically, within the framework of constructivism, it is indispensable to take
c c
acc
and to focus instructional strategies on already existing
conceptions [5].
Therefore, we decided to add another layer to the ongoing education research in the field of
particle physics, by investigating the conceptions of both high-school teachers and high-school
students regarding their favourite particles. Indeed, since the announcement of the discovery of the
Higgs boson in 2012, the topic of particle physics has received ever-increasing attention in the
media and also within the physics education research community [6]. However, little is known
about the perception of different particles and how high-school teachers and high-school students
make use of them. Hence, this was the starting point of our international study, which is presented
in this article.
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Introducing 12 year-olds to
elementary particles
Gerfried J Wiener1,2, Sascha M Schmeling1 and Martin Hopf2
1
2

CERN, European Organization for Nuclear Research, Geneva, Switzerland
University of Vienna, Austrian Educational Competence Centre Physics, Vienna, Austria

E-mail: jeff.wiener@cern.ch, sascha.schmeling@cern.ch and martin.hopf@univie.ac.at

Abstract
We present a new learning unit, which introduces 12 year-olds to the
subatomic structure of matter. The learning unit was iteratively developed as a
design-based research project using the technique of probing acceptance. We
give a brief overview of the unit’s final version, discuss its key ideas and main
concepts, and conclude by highlighting the main implications of our research,
which we consider to be most promising for use in the physics classroom.

1. Introduction

an atomic model from electrons to quarks. This
first chapter is followed by the introduction of
fundamental interactions, which on the one hand
complete the discussion of the atomic model, and
on the other hand set up possible links to other
physics phenomena. An integral component of
the learning unit is its independence from the
physics curriculum and students’ prior knowledge about particle physics. Indeed, since every
physics process can be traced back to fundamental interactions between elementary particles, the
use of the learning unit is not restricted to a certain age-group. Ideally, it can even be used at the
beginning of physics education to enable an early
introduction of key terms and principal concepts
of particle physics in the classroom.
Following the framework of constructivism
[3], the initial version of the learning unit was
based on documented students’ conceptions.
Taking these into account enabled us to avoid
potential difficulties for students, which might
occur due to inadequate information input. As a
next step, the initial version was developed by
means of a design-based research [4] project with
frequent adaptions of the learning unit. Here, we
used the technique of probing acceptance [5] to
conduct one-on-one interviews with 12 year-olds

Integrating modern physics into the curriculum is a question that has recently received ever
increasing attention. This is especially true since
in most countries the topic of modern physics is
usually added at the end of physics education—
if at all [1]. However, since these chapters—and
here especially the Standard Model of particle
physics—are considered to be the fundamental
basics of physics, this situation might hinder the
development of coherent knowledge structures in
the physics classroom. Hence, one is faced with
the question of whether it makes sense to introduce elementary particle physics early in physics
education. Therefore, to investigate this research
question, we have developed a learning unit,
which aims to introduce 12 year-olds to elementary particles and fundamental interactions [2].
The learning unit consists of two consecutive
chapters. It starts with an accurate description of
the subatomic structure of matter by showcasing
Original content from this work may be
used under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the
author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and
DOI.
1361-6552/17/044001+8$33.00
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systems of antiparticles, a visualization of anticolor charge was
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required. We propose an alternative
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antiparticle systems are identified
through the use of stripes
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et al
instead of a change in color. We presented
our proposal to
high school students and physics teachers, who evaluated it to
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neutron.
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ages can improve students’ learning.2 However, in practice,
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PED elements limiting students’
learning, as underlined by Cook3: “Visual representations are
essential for communicating
ideas in the science classroom;
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however, the design of such representations
is not always
3/03500
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beneficial for learners.” To determine what aspects of the ty0031-9
pographic representations
used
120 in our learning unit (Fig. 1)
hinder or promote learning, we tested and adapted them in
4 using Jung’s technique
the context of design-based
Publishresearch
ed
of probing acceptance.5 In the course of developing our unit,
Fig. 2. Traditional illustrations of a proton and an
we also formulated this proposal regarding the graphical repantiproton, relying on readers’ prior knowledge of the
May
resentation of anticolor charge.
relevant color wheel. Obviously, using colors compleIn the Standard Model of particle physics, elementary parmentary to the quarks’ red, green, and blue presents
3
a challenge for identifying anticolor charges, e.g.,
ticles are sorted according
to their various charges. A “charge”
cyan as antired.
in this context is the property of a particle whereby it is influenced by a fundamental interaction. In quantum field theory,
the electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions are each
associated with a fundamental charge. The abstract naming
of the strong interaction’s associated charge as “color charge”
originated in the work of Greenberg6 and Han & Nambu7 in
the 1960s. They introduced red, green, and blue as the “color
charged” states of quarks and antired, antigreen, and antiblue
for antiquarks. According to this model, quarks have a color
charge, whereas antiquarks are defined by having an anticolor
charge. In addition, particle systems must be color neutral,
i.e., “white”. This includes mesons, composed of two quarks
Fig. 3. Alternative illustrations of a proton and an
each, and baryons, made of three. In each case, the distribuantiproton, using a stripe pattern to denote anticolor
tion of color charge must “balance out” among the quarks. For
charge. This representation clearly shows corremesons, this can only be achieved if a color charged quark is
sponding color and anticolor charge states while
doing away with any requirement for prior knowledge
bound to an antiquark with the respective anticolor charge. In
of complementary colors.
the case of baryons, all three (anti)color charge states must be
472
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Abstract
The Standard Model of particle physics is one of the most successful theories
in physics and describes the fundamental interactions between elementary
particles. It is encoded in a compact description, the so-called ‘Lagrangian’,
which even fits on t-shirts and coffee mugs. This mathematical formulation,
however, is complex and only rarely makes it into the physics classroom.
Therefore, to support high school teachers in their challenging endeavour
of introducing particle physics in the classroom, we provide a qualitative
explanation of the terms of the Lagrangian and discuss their interpretation
based on associated Feynman diagrams.

1. Introduction

fundamental interactions in nature, all except gravity are described by the Standard Model of particle
physics: particles with an electric charge are influenced by the electromagnetic interaction (quantum
electrodynamics, or QED for short), particles with
a weak charge are influenced by the weak interaction (quantum flavour dynamics or QFD), and
those with a colour charge are influenced by the
strong interaction (quantum chromodynamics or
QCD). Contrary to the fundamental interactions,
the Brout–Englert–Higgs (BEH) field acts in a
special way. Because it is a scalar field, it induces
spontaneous symmetry-breaking, which in turn
gives mass to all particles with which it interacts
(this is commonly called the Higgs mechanism).
In addition, the Higgs particle (H) couples to any
other particle which has mass (including itself).
Interactions are mediated by their respective interaction particles: photons (γ) for the

The Standard Model of particle physics is the most
important achievement of high energy physics to
date. This highly elegant theory sorts elementary
particles according to their respective charges and
describes how they interact through fundamental
interactions. In this context, a charge is a property
of an elementary particle that defines the fundamental interaction by which it is influenced. We
then say that the corresponding interaction particle
‘couples’ to a certain charge. For example, gluons,
the interaction particles of the strong interaction,
couple to colour-charged particles. Of the four
Original content from this work may be
used under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the
author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and
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Particle Physics Course for High-School Students
Target group: high-school students (14-19 years)
Aim: introducing students to central models of particle physics
Course: 16 chapters comprising videos/transcripts and quiz questions
Structure: key messages and experiments/activities

Part 1

Part 2

1 What is a particle?

5 What are interactions?

9 What is antimatter?

13 What is a particle accelerator?

2 What is a model?

6 What is matter?

10 What is the SMPP?

14 What is a particle detector?

3 What is particle physics?

7 What are conservation laws?

11 What is the Higgs boson?

15 What is a cloud chamber?

4 What are charges?

8 What are particle transformations?

12 What is beyond the SMPP?

16 What is CERN?
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Particle Physics Course for High-School Students
Part 1

Part 2

1 What is a particle?

5 What are interactions?

9 What is antimatter?

13 What is a particle accelerator?

2 What is a model?

6 What is matter?

10 What is the SMPP?

14 What is a particle detector?

3 What is particle physics?

7 What are conservation laws?

11 What is the Higgs boson?

15 What is a cloud chamber?

4 What are charges?

8 What are particle transformations?

12 What is beyond the SMPP?

16 What is CERN?

4000
3500
3000

• Videos lasting between 10-25 minutes

Words

2500

• Each chapter ends with 4-6 quiz questions

2000
1500
1000

Total course duration: 4-5 hours
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Next steps
Complete initial version with 16 chapters and 80 quiz questions early next year
Perform design-based research to further develop individual chapters
Transform quiz questions into a Research-Based Assessment Instrument (RBAI)

Long-term planning
Create different language versions
Add additional chapters and different levels
Use the course as application step for
residential student programmes at CERN
8

Merci bien!
Questions?
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